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COpy OF THE STATEMENT READ TO MONDAYI S MEETING, SETTING OUT

AGAINST THE V-C's ACTION IN SUM}~RILY SUSPENDING 3 STUDENTS;

THE CASE

* * * * * * * * * *

0

" This statement is made on behalf of all those students who wish to protest at the
victimisation of three of their fellow students.

Last Tuesday, the 7th May, there was a demonstration in which 200 people took part

They were protesting against the continuing research into Chemical and Bio~"ical War-
fare (CBW)by the Ministry of Defence at Porton Down, and the shroud of se~cy that
surrounds it. Everyone of those people knew what the object of that demonstration was,
and by taking part, assumed an equal personal responsibility for it. The demonstrators
were both staff and students, unified in their belief that the demonstration was right
and necessary.

Porton Down exists in order to continue research into germ and chemical warfare.
Few of its most important findings are published, for these concern weapons of mass
destruction more terrible than most of us could imagine. Behind the neutral scientific
language in which sciehtists from Porton Down publish their findings lie new compounds,
new substances, each of which spells a terrible death for whole areas of humanity.
~~ilst such research remains concealed behind the walls of universities and research

establishments, the people of this country need never know what is in store for them an
for mi+lions of people throughout the world. For the people of Britain have never be0TI
asked to chose this fate for themselves. These weapons will one day be used and we wil
all be victims. Is it right therefore, that we should abrogate our responsibilities.
for the work we do, and preserve that fatal ignorance? Thos¥of us who attended the dem
stration had asked ourselves that questiQn, and had come to a de9ision~ Our responsi-'
bility was to expose Port on Down for what it is, and for what it does; our respon$~bili
was to force the issue into the public mind an? the public conscience. And the process
had to begin here, within a university whose founding conception was that of a critical
~nd open instIttition.

Everyone who attended the demonstration had made that decision. The unity and
determination of the demonstration testified to the single purpose which was in the min
of 200 people. No individual was more conspic~ous, more convinced or firmer in his con
viction than any of the other 199.
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Three days later we learned that three students had been selected and suspended fo

taking part in thatprotest. No reasons were given. They had not been spoken to, nor

had any attempt been made to justify the exclusion of these three. On the Vice

Chancellor's personal initiative they had been victimised; they had been randomly chose
because 'they seemed to him most culpable'. But on what criteria~ How were they

selected as opposed to any others? No answer has been given. All we know is that with

this tyrannical and vindictive action, the Vice Chancellor had selected his victims,
and sought to intimidate all those who had positively identified themselves in this

public protest.

We cannot accept a situation in which the Vice Chancellor can make any decision he
cares to make without reference even to the common law. We are all now potential victi
we may, any of us, without reasons and without appeal, come under the arbitrary axe of
drumhead justice. We need expect no hearing, no process of law, no assumption of innoc-

B~ fiat of one man we are guilty. And the implications are terrifying; ,if we accept}
justice by fiat, then we accept, too, that we may never protest again, never exercise t~
right to be heard without fear. That right no longer exists at Essex University.

There can be only one answer. We have called this meeting to state our single de

that the three students be reinstated. 1;.leidentify ourselves totally and without quali

fication with them in their protest. If there is guilt, then we are all equally guilt1i

we are all already victims of a system whereby Porton Down is protected at our expenBe~ I
Can we allow a University to ignore natural justice, to spurn the common law, and to

victimise students without reason and without appeal? Is such an institution any longe
a university? Is it any longer worthy of the name? We have no doubt that Dr. Sloman's

action has murdered its right to exist in the name of criticism and the pursuit of know

ledge. We can discuss nothing when we are all ~~reatened in this way. We have no alte
native but to deny our participation in the uni.v8:mity until we can again feel that the

name 'university' has a meaning outside the to~al power that Dr. Sloman appears to have.
That can only be the case when these three s';;:lo~)nes are reinstated. Nothin.a: else canIi
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this tyrannical and vindictive action, the Vice Chancellor had selected his victims,

and sought to intimidate all those who had positively identified themselves in this

public protest.

We cannot accept a situation in which the Vice Chancellor can make any decision he

cares to make without reference even to the common law. We are all now potential victi

we may, any of us, without reasons and without appeal, come under the arbitrary axe of

drumhead justice. We need expect no hearing, no process of law, no assumption of innoc

By fiat of one man we are guilty. And the implications are terrifying; if we accept

justice by fiat, then we accept, too, that we may never protest again, never exercise t

right to be heard without fear. That right no longer exists at Essex University.

There can be only one answer. We have called this meeting to state our single de

that the three students be reinstated. We idelr~;ifyourselves totally and without quali
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fication with them in their protest. If there is guilt, then we are all equally guilty;

we are all already victims of a system whereby Porton Down is protected at our expe~Be.

Can we allow a University to ignore natural justice, to spurn the common law, and to

victimise students without reason and without appeal? Is such an institution any longe

a university? Is it any longer worthy of the name? We have no doubt that Dr. Sloman's'

action has murdered its right to exist in the name of criticism and the pursuit of know~

ledge. We can discuss nothing when we are all tl:reatened in this way. We have no alter

native but to deny our participation in the univ<::rsityuntil we can again feel that the

name 'university' has a meaning outside the to~al power that Dr7 Sloman appears to have.

That can only be the case when these three s';'uo'mt.sare reinstated. Nothing else can

restore the University community, nothing less can bring us back to the future that we

had all been working to_realise.

May I ask that all those of you who wiSh to be associated with this statement

indicate your support by standing."
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